
Five couples want to refresh their homes by remodeling a room from their houses. Follow the clues to �nd out which room

they will improve.

Cart: black, blue, green, red, white

Husband: Benny, Darrel, Myles, Stephen, Vince

Wife: Amelia, Jeanne, Kassie, Sylvia, Toni

Room: bathroom, bedroom, dining room, kitchen, living room

Budget: $ 3,000, $ 6,000, $ 9,000, $ 12,000, $ 15,000

Inspiration: exhibition, friend's house, magazine, TV show,

website

The couple guiding the Black cart is somewhere

between the couple inspired by a Website and the

couple guiding the Red cart, in that order.

Amelia has a $ 15,000 budget.

The partners who will remodel their Bedroom is next to

the couple who will remodel their Living room.

Kassie is at one of the ends.

Benny is next to the partners steering the Black

shopping cart.

At the �rst position is the couple who has the biggest

budget.

The couple inspired by a Magazine is exactly to the

right of the couple that will remodel their Living room.

Jeanne is immediately before the partners that are

going to remodel their Bathroom.

Toni was inspired by a interior design Exhibition.

The couple guiding the Green cart is going to remodel

their Bathroom.

At the �fth position is the couple who got an inspiration

from a Friend's house.

Benny is next to Sylvia and her husband.

Vince is exactly to the right of the couple that will

remodel their Kitchen.

Myles and his wife will remodel their Bathroom.

The couple inspired by a TV show is somewhere

between the couple that has the smallest budget and

the couple that has a $ 9,000 budget, in that order.

The partners steering the the Red cart is somewhere to

the left of the couple steering the White cart.

The couple that will remodel their Kitchen is

immediately before the couple that will remodel their

Bedroom.

The partners that have a $ 12,000 budget is somewhere

to the right of the partners guiding the Green cart.

Darrel is exactly to the right of the couple who has a $

9,000 budget.
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Five couples want to refresh their homes by remodeling a room from their houses. Follow the clues to �nd out which room

they will improve.

Cart: black, blue, green, red, white

Husband: Benny, Darrel, Myles, Stephen, Vince

Wife: Amelia, Jeanne, Kassie, Sylvia, Toni

Room: bathroom, bedroom, dining room, kitchen, living room

Budget: $ 3,000, $ 6,000, $ 9,000, $ 12,000, $ 15,000

Inspiration: exhibition, friend's house, magazine, TV show,

website

The couple guiding the Black cart is somewhere

between the couple inspired by a Website and the

couple guiding the Red cart, in that order.

Amelia has a $ 15,000 budget.

The partners who will remodel their Bedroom is next to

the couple who will remodel their Living room.

Kassie is at one of the ends.

Benny is next to the partners steering the Black

shopping cart.

At the �rst position is the couple who has the biggest

budget.

The couple inspired by a Magazine is exactly to the

right of the couple that will remodel their Living room.

Jeanne is immediately before the partners that are

going to remodel their Bathroom.

Toni was inspired by a interior design Exhibition.

The couple guiding the Green cart is going to remodel

their Bathroom.

At the �fth position is the couple who got an inspiration

from a Friend's house.

Benny is next to Sylvia and her husband.

Vince is exactly to the right of the couple that will

remodel their Kitchen.

Myles and his wife will remodel their Bathroom.

The couple inspired by a TV show is somewhere

between the couple that has the smallest budget and

the couple that has a $ 9,000 budget, in that order.

The partners steering the the Red cart is somewhere to

the left of the couple steering the White cart.

The couple that will remodel their Kitchen is

immediately before the couple that will remodel their

Bedroom.

The partners that have a $ 12,000 budget is somewhere

to the right of the partners guiding the Green cart.

Darrel is exactly to the right of the couple who has a $

9,000 budget.
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Couple #1 Couple #2 Couple #3 Couple #4 Couple #5

Cart bl�� black ��d gr��n whi��

Husband S��p��n Vince Benny My��s Dar��l

Wife A��lia Toni Jean�� Sylvia Kass��

Room kitc��n bedroom living room bathroom dining room

Budget $ 15,000 $ 3,000 $ 6,000 $ 9,000 $ 12,000

Inspiration websi�� exhibition TV show magazi�� ����nd's hou��
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